
Logline
A young private detective with a strange drug habit has one day to
solve a murder case involving surgical robots, his client's innocence
on the line.

Tech Specs
Total Run Time: 34 min 41 sec
Aspect Ratio: 2.35:1
Format: Color, 1080p, 23.98fps
Audio: 5.1
Language: English
Exhibition Formats: DCP, Blu-Ray, DVD
Principal Photography: Sept. 2014
Shooting Locations: Boston MA, Cambridge MA, Everett MA,

Watertown MA, Manchester NH.
IMDB link: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt4197112/

Contact
For all inquiries: Sam Vanivray

Subterfugue Films
Cambridge MA 02139
617-470-4678
sam@subterfugue.net
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Synopsis
HERBERT DROME, private investigator, is out of money—and drugs.

Neurosurgeon KAY CARDINALE bursts into his office, claiming she's

being framed for murdering a patient with a robot. Herbert  is given

one day to solve the case, prove Kay's innocence, and pay his rent.

After collecting clues, memory-enhancing drugs, and various physical

attacks, Herbert finds Kay tied up and handcuffed in a knockoff robot

factory. ZELLER, a con artist pretending to be an accountant, locks

them in the product test room. They escape, and confront Zeller and

the factory owner, FRANK.

Herbert explains that Zeller killed his wife for insurance money. The

actual  murder was conducted remotely by an assassin working for

Zeller. Having convinced Frank to ditch Zeller, Herbert makes a shady

deal to pay his rent. In the last seconds, Zeller pulls a gun out and

threatens to kill Herbert, but Zeller is thwarted by Kay.

Director Statement
Enough to be Dangerous is a detective story. Although it's noirish, this
film is actually a classic mystery: a problem is presented; a detective
character leads the audience through the wilderness of clues and red
herrings; finally, the problem is solved with rational thinking. Film noir
—with its inputs including surrealism—never had those strict mystery
genre requirements.

The most difficult constraint with this story is the brevity. The script
compresses a three-act mystery narrative into 32 pages. Characters
are designed to have depth in the form of many skills and hints of
untold backstory, yet they're cliché enough for quick assimilation by
the audience.

Increasing the density of this experiment,  we have various science
fictional concepts.  First,  the instigating crime results from abuse of
telepresence  and  human-controlled  surgical  robots.  These  are
actually real-life nascent fields. In Enough to be Dangerous, we show
a  potential  way  in  which  teleoperated  medical  manipulators  could
become weapons.

Second,  the  concept  of  product  "cloning"  is  used,  i.e.  high-tech
knockoffs.  Again, this is based on real life scenarios. For instance,
Chinese  factories  are  known to  make counterfeit  goods  which are
actually based on the designs of the American originals—which are of
course made in the same Chinese factories.

Third, the main character, Herbert Drome (a private investigator), uses
and  abuses  memory  enhancement  drugs.  They're  referred  to  as
"nootropics"—in reality, the term nootropics covers not only memory
enhancement  but  also  attention,  motivation,  etc.  In  Enough  to  be
Dangerous,  the  nootropics  are  stolen prescriptions  sold  by a  drug
dealer.  Unfortunately,  they  are  addictive.  But,  advanced  memory
abilities  gives  Herbert  an  edge  for  recalling  and  comparing  subtle
clues.

So put on your fancy shoes and join Herbert Drome for some hard-
boiled cogitation.
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Cast
SAM VANIVRAY 

TEDDI GRACE

SONNY SAGGESE

JOSHUA RAJMAN

CHASTITY ROSS

SHAWN BARYLSKI

DAN CROWLEY

EMILY DURRANT
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Crew
DIRECTOR ALBY RAVENSWOOD

WRITER/PRODUCER SAM VANIVRAY

DOP AND EDITOR TRAVIS GRAY

MUSIC EVAN LANGLEY AKA DJ VOUS

PROD. COMPANIES SUBTERFUGUE FILMS

106 STUDIOS

Producer/Writer Bio
As a  child,  Sam Vanivray  possessed  a  couple  innocent  dreams—

creating  robots and making films.  After  building some robots,  Sam

turned his attention to acting and screenplay writing in 2011. Enough

to be Dangerous is his first film as producer. Vanivray graduated from

Northeastern University, Boston, in 2005, after which he studied for a

short time at MIT.

Director Bio
Born in the the Middle East, the enigmatic Alby Ravenswood presently

attends the Northern Film School at Leeds Beckett University, UK.
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